
68 O'mara Bvd, Iluka

A Spectacular Seaside Setting!
 

Custom class awaits you in the form of this super-stylish 3 bedroom 2
bathroom coastal entertainer, impressively elevated and nestled on a low-
maintenance 457sqm (approx.) corner block where a touch of the Hamptons
meets a modern beachy feel.

 

The main attraction here is a light-filled open-plan hub where almost all of
your casual time will be spent, incorporating the family area – that extends
out to a splendid rear deck and delightful white pergola – with a stunning
kitchen space and its integrated dining/meals bar, top-quality appliances,
sleek white cabinetry, high-end tap fittings and sliding doors revealing an
exceptional scullery-come-butler’s pantry with sparkling stone bench tops and
the lot. Columnless sliding stacker doors take seamless integration to a
whole new level and help connect the interior to a central alfresco where
pleasant ocean glimpses and magical sunsets complement an outdoor
ceiling fan, sliding louvers and an electric café blind – the latter both
protecting from the strong seaside elements whilst also providing a screen to
the shimmering below-ground swimming pool and its sublime polished
concrete surrounds.

 

Partial sea views can also be enjoyed from the gated front courtyard, the
entry foyer and a huge carpeted third bedroom that, like the second minor

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and
rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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